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Change is possible 

We are going to fall into a deep abyss. All data of real economy and politics bring 
to this conclusion. Consumption of essential goods and services decreases, 
production drops, unemployment and poverty figure rises all over the world. 
National governments and international organisations can’t do anything but get 
states and peoples into debt. Their only aim is to try to save the system and above 
all its leadership: banks, multinationals, bureaucracies, and armies. The rest are 
only words and announcements without any concrete effect. 

We are at the end of a historical process that has been lasting for thousands of 
years. It’s made up of violence, misuses, undue expropriations, pretences, 
deceptions and illusions that have involved humanity and the entire planet. 
Exploitation of work and of the weak, concentration of wealth, poverty, misery, 
ignorance, corrupted information, destruction of natural resources and 
environment. Who has tried to rebel has been absorbed or eliminated. And now, 
the only solution of the elite for repeating the process that has brought us to this 
point seems to be decimation. Fewer mouths, fewer brains, fewer hands. This can 
be the only solution to block the change. 

But, it will not be so. This time the minority that has the power will not be able to 
prevent the majority of humanity from defending themselves, from reacting and 
from self-organizing. Because, this time there will be the means to do what 
everybody considers right, but that nobody has ever managed to put into practise. 
There is the Republic of the Earth, the democratic government system of the 
entire population of the planet in order to establish peace. There is Dhana, the 
currency with real value issued on behalf of workers to be assigned in equal parts 
to redistribute equally wealth and eliminate new concentrations. There is Balaloka, 
the security force of the Republic of the Earth. There is Kyberpay, multicurrency 
system for any payment. There is Parasparam, first corporation with capital in 
Dhana. There is Equalizing, resources to promote productive investments. There is 
Holos Global System, a programme of concrete initiatives to face the most felt and 
urgent problems all over the world, for which resources equal to more than 12.500 
billion dollars have been put at disposal. 

We will change the world by these means. More would be necessary, but it will be 
sufficient. We have very little time. Less than two years. But, we will make it, 
despite reactions, incomprehension, boredom and any attempt to prevent it. We 
will do what everybody considers necessary, useful and right. 

We will make it possible. Together. First few, then many and at a certain point all 
(or almost). 
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